
Meeting: 2015-07-15
Present: Arts - Nevil Bromley; CS - Steve Nickerson; ENG - Ray White; ENV - Bernie Rutter
(secretary); IST - Manfred Griesbach, Dave Hinton, Anton Romantsov; Math - Hari Chotara.

1 Previous Business
1. Unlinked GPOs (Dave): 60% in ENG Ray will pass on to those involved

2. DC migration to private subnets - update (Dave): 1 DC (calypso)in private subnet - had a
comm issue between it and other DC’s, which was corrected; will start migrating the rest.

3. DC slowness (Dave): no reports for over a month. Ray will request from ENG any
observations they have.

4. AD Logging (Dave, Anton): should be using new policies in 2012R2. Developed a plan to
test on one DC to apply Microsoft-recommended policies and monitor performance and log
growth New tools to monitor certain events not getting alerts they need due to existing
policies. Need to increase log size and retention time per Microsoft recommendation. Tool
usage: Manage Engine AD Audit, Netrix, SCOM.

2 Faculty Updates (round table)
ENG: New flooring in E5
Arts: SCCM automation and training of support people.
Issues with ONA lockdown and online midterms: Problem also in ENG and SCI. Disabled
lockdown tool and Exam worked fine. Problem was google analytics and a java site. Exam was
also accessing something that D2L claimed was internal to learn but which could not be accessed.
Other issues have occurred when the CAS server IPs had been changed without notice
Manfred/Dave: Possibly look at a VDI solution for troubleshooting and testing.
ENV: Nothing to add
Math: Drive encryption?
Arts default Win7 Psych something else Most are using native tools (bitlocker, etc).Opencrypt
for files in ENG.
(unsure who) Campus PKI? Good question for MikeP. Dave looking at setting up a CA in Nexus
through globalsign to streamline cert renewals. General consensus is that 1 year renewals are
onerous
Manfred for IST Workstations
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Suggestion - software updates: Propose that Mike Cocker does update versions as he sees new
ones. Manfred has a podium update list that he sends to faculty and will copy WNAG will send
out in a week
Advanced firewall now in use in Arts and IST managed by SCCM
Production Advanced Firewall GPO applied to OU under IST can check it out there
N drive change Email notifications going to undergrads on acceptance to UW even though the
drive moving from “blank” to “\\files. . . ”

3 New Business
1. CryptoWall: submitted to group by email by Mike Patterson. Are people interested in

hearing more about it? Contact Mike.

2. (Related to above) Blocking binaries/scripts from default windows archive directories:
WNAG email thread. Ray would accept a targeted GPO but not applied at the top. Needs
more discussion.

3. LDAP requests requiring a trusted source: Yes.

4. AD consolidation: still deleting ADS accounts. 15K accounts a day with WatIAM. 2 weeks
remain for expired accounts, then applicant user accounts. New Employees still being
added to ADS.
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